Suggested key questions

1. Are there barriers to have a common framework for certification accepted by your stakeholders?
2. What could be solutions to address those barriers?
3. Is there anything missing to get “buy-in” from you and your stakeholders?
4. How would you recommend the ICCO & UNFSS can support moving this process forward?
Responses key question 3, 1 / 1

- Avoid duplication
- Assurance on multi-stakeholder participation
- Clearly defined and accepted roles & responsibilities
  - constructive pressure on each other to maintain momentum and progress
- Genuine collaboration
- ICCO to coordinate with governments
- Regional forums to identify local bottlenecks to get solutions and buy-in
Responses key question 4, 1 / 3

- ICCO / UNFSS should facilitate review of WCF Cocoa Action Plan and CEN process to see if they are of value to ICCO and can be build from (How to coordinate / link with those processes ?)
- Support national cocoa platforms and development plans (support implementation) of standards to maximise impact
- Ensure local input / views are included
- Multi-stakeholder actions -> genuine commitment from all stakeholders, resources are limited , make the best use of them
Responses key question 4, 2 / 3

- Accept roles & responsibilities
- Long term commitment
- Impact and improvement measurement, making impact data available
- Stimulating national PPPPs on international level
- Promoting cocoa consumption (in producing & consuming countries)
Responses key question 4, 3 / 3

• Facilitating information sharing, learning, commitment
• Membership requirements
• Enforce transparency
• Facilitating PPP
• Dialogue between high-level organizations ICCO, WCF, ICA and national platforms and boards